The application of mathematics to natural phenomena often brings up the question : when a linear vector equation is changed slightly, how much of a change results in the solution? Here "vector" is used to include, for example, vectors in Hubert space and elements of (linear) function spaces; also it is assumedC) that the equation is uniquely solvable. We formulate and answer the question in §2 for a linear equation in a Banach space, then specialize to deduce perturbation limits for linear algebraic systems, infinite systems, and integral equations. Finally we obtain error limitations for certain approximate methods of solving infinite linear systems (method of segments) and integral equations (method of Goursat-Schmidt).
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The application of mathematics to natural phenomena often brings up the question : when a linear vector equation is changed slightly, how much of a change results in the solution? Here "vector" is used to include, for example, vectors in Hubert space and elements of (linear) function spaces; also it is assumedC) that the equation is uniquely solvable. We formulate and answer the question in §2 for a linear equation in a Banach space, then specialize to deduce perturbation limits for linear algebraic systems, infinite systems, and integral equations. Finally we obtain error limitations for certain approximate methods of solving infinite linear systems (method of segments) and integral equations (method of Goursat-Schmidt).
It is hoped that these limitations may be useful to applied mathematicians.
The methods and results of this paper unify and extend investigations concerning algebraic systems by F. R. Moulton [15] (2), Etherington [6] and the author [13, 14] ; and on integral equations of Fredholm type and second kind by Tricomi [21] . However, they do not cover perturbation questions associated with characteristic values and characteristic functions, which have been studied by Lord Rayleigh [16, p. 115 ], Courant [4, p. 296] and Mrs. Adams [l] . §1 is expository, containing as much about abstract vector spaces as is needed for §2.
1. Vector spaces. It will be useful to collect here some facts about normed linear vector spaces ispaces L), Banach spaces ispaces B), and linear transformations. A space L is linear: if vector xEL and a is any complex number, the product ax is defined and axEL; if also y EL, the sum x+y is defined and x+yEL.
With each element x of L is associated a non-negative real number ||*||, its norm; ||*|| >0 unless x = @, the zero-element of L; |J@|| =0. The norm has properties of an absolute value: ||a*|| = \a\ -11*11, ||*+y|| á||*||+||y||-(We have described a complex space L; in a real space, number a must be real.)
A normed linear vector space is a Banach space 5 [2, p. 53] if it is furthermore complete: if {*"} is an infinite sequence of elements of 5, and if II*»-*»||-*0 as m, m-»oo, there exists a vector xo of 5 such that ||*"-*o||-»0 as n-+ oo (strong completeness). Examples of such spaces are listed in Banach's book [2, pp. 10-12, examples 3-10], and several occur in the remainder of this paper.
A. T. LONSETH [September We shall be concerned with a transformation T which carries each element x of L into an x' in L: Tx=x'. Such a T will be said to be "in L." We suppose T to be additive: F(*+y) = Tx + Ty. If further T is continuous in the sense that || Txn -r*o||-K) as ||*» -*o||-»0 (strong continuity), it is linear, and there exists [2, p. 54] a real constant MiT) such that whatever x in L (l.i) ||r*||sj£CD|l*||.
We suppose MiT) to be the smallest constant satisfying (1.1), and call it the (precise) upper bound of F(3). Similarly we define the (precise) lower bound of T as the largest constant miT) satisfying ( miT)MiT~l) = 1.
To prove (1.3) we write 7*=*', so x = T~lx'. Hence ||*'|| ^w(F)||íc||, in which miT) is the largest constant permissible over L. Therefore l/w(F) is the smallest constant k satisfying ||a;|| ^£||*'|| ; but this defines MiT-1).
The sum T1+T2 of two additive transformations in L is defined as usual to be the transformation which carries x into T& + T2X, and the product T1T2 as that which carries x into T1ÍT2X). Addition is both commutative and associative; multiplication is associative, and distributive over addition. Though multiplication is not in general commutative, it is so for powers of the same transformation.
By definition, T° = I, the "identity"; mil) = Mil) = 1. If Fi and T2 are furthermore continuous, so are T1 + T2 and T1T2 and
Most of what follows depends on solving an equation (1.6) Tx = x -Kx = y for x, y being given, and limiting ||jc||, under the assumption that K is linear and that
A unique solution is known to exist in each of the following two settings: (a) yEB, a Banach space, and x is sought in 5; (b) y EL, a normed linear vector space, K is completely continuous over L, and x is sought in L. In either case, the solution is representable as a Liouville-(») M(T) is also called the "norm" of T.
Neumann-Hilb series
and is limited by (1.9) ||*|| £\\y\\/{i-M(K)}.
Thus T = I-K has the unique inverse F_1= ^"_0Kn, and
The idea underlying the proofs is that of iteration. If a solution * of (1.6) were to exist, it would also satisfy * = y + Ky + Ksy + • • • + Kny + Kn+1* = Xn + Kn+1X.
Since *n+p-*"= 53JZS+Ï K'y, it follows from inequalities (1.4), (1.5) and (1.7)
that ||*B+p-*"||gM(K)"||y||/{l-M(K)}.
Hence ||*n+p-*"||-»0 as «-»oo, whatever the behavior of p. But in case (a), 5 is complete and consequently contains an x such that ||a;"-*||-»0-that is, (1.8 [2, p. 9] one; hence {*"-y} contains a subsequence {*n, -y\ which converges (strongly) to an element x-y .of L. Since also ||*B, -*n||-»0 as w,-»oo and w-»oo, ||ac" -*||-»0.
In each case there is but one solution. For if also *' -Kx'=y, *-*' = K(a:-*') and, by (1.7), ||*-*'|| <||*-*'|| unless *-*' = ©, the zero element of L. If now y is replaced by y-t-rç, where r¡EB, and T by T+r, where t is a linear transformation in 5, the solution * of (2.1) will change to the solution *+£of (2.3) iT + r)ix + Ç) = y + r,.
Because of (2.1), T%+T%+TX = r¡. This equation for £ can finally be written as ilt will be recalled that (2.2) limits ||*||.)
The following is by (1.3) and (1.5) an obvious consequence.
Corollary. If Mir) <miT), (2.7) ||£|| g {||i,|| + Mir)\\x\\}/{miT) -Af(r)},
The foregoing discussion applies almost verbatim to an equation in a space L which is not complete, provided that complete continuity is required of t. For if one of two linear transformations is completely continuous, so is their product; and we have hypotheses (b) of §1 applying to (2.4).
Inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) are still true if T~l is not unique, if only by * is meant the solution T~ly. This observation will be used in § §7 and 12.
3. Perturbation of the inverse. An alternative form of the problem solved in §2 is: by how much does the inverse (F+t)-1 of T+r differ from F_1? For simplicity, we take the existence and uniqueness of the inverses for granted.
We write If also each | ij,-| <5, the first inequality of (2.6) gives
where-to repeat-A is the nonvanishing determinant of system (4.1), An is the cofactor of an in A, each | a,y| and J -»7»| in (4.2) is no greater than 5, and 5 satisfies (4.4).
Since each |£j| ^||£||, inequality (4.5) also limits the error in each component *< of *. However, a more genuine limitation can be found. For, taking absolute values in (4.3) we get I &| á5¿|iíí| {1+||*|| +||f||}, »=1,2,---,», j-i which, when combined with (4.5), yields the inequality [13, p. 335] (4.6) \b\*-Âri,\AH\{\ + ±\sÀ/il-|4|-¿¿U>4-
As was pointed out in [13] , ratio eei¿«i/ui-¿±i*«i •-i y-i «-i j-i measures the sensitivity of (4.1) to errors in the coefficients. In §5 we shall present a geometrical analysis of this sensitivity.
2°. The norm ||*|| = (X)<-" |*<|2)1/2-As above, we need an upper bound for MiA~la). Since now ¿2 ¿_,bi¡ajkXk\ , ,_i k=i WA-^axW2 = £ »=i two applications of the Lagrange-Cauchy inequality show that
inequality (2.7) holds, with miT) replaced by |A| /( Z Zl^.vl 2)1/2 and M(t)
by ( Z Zlao| 2)1/2-Thus we limit ||£||. From (4.3) we also get a bound for l««|:
All such inequalities, whatever the norm, assume that the inverse matrix A'1 is known. However(4), if Direct computation of A-1 is usually laborious. Hotelling [9, p. 14] describes an iterative method which converges very rapidly, and derives for it a usable limit of accuracy. This limit is somewhat improved in [10] .
Special interest attaches to the case in which A is the real, symmetric matrix of a positive definite quadratic form. Then, with ||;c|| = ( Si-î I x*\ 2)1/2, 
all of which are real and positive. Since the equality signs in (4.9) are actually realized for particular vectors, wî(4) =Xi and MiA) =XB. Thus M(-4-1) = í/miA) =X1_1. If considerable precision is required in 2° above, A-1 may be computed and its greatest characteristic root MiA-1) approximated as in [9, p. 28 ]. Synge [20] has suggested a modification of the "relaxation" method which may be useful for computing the inverse in the positive definite case, perhaps especially to furnish a starter for Hotelling's process. Finally, it should be mentioned that any linear system can be made symmetric [9, p. 11 ], and, if A 5^0, positive definite.
5. Geometry of the algebraic problem. When the o's and y's are real, equations (4.1) represent a system of n (« -l)-flats in a real «-space; equations (4.2) represent « neighboring (w-l)-flats. Geometrically, the problem of §4 was to bound the "distance" between the intersection of (4.1) and that of If sin 6 is small-that is, if determinant A is small relative to its elementsthe lines are nearly parallel, and small changes in the coefficients may produce a large displacement of the intersection point. If n = 3j three situations make for sensitivity: (i) the planes (4.1) may be nearly parallel; (ii) two of them may be nearly parallel, the third not; (iii) the three may be nearly coaxial. Each case corresponds to smallness of volume of a tetrahedron, formed as follows: about the intersection point of the three planes as center describe the unit sphere; the positive half rays of the lines of intersection of the planes intersect this sphere in three points which, with the center, are the vertices of the tetrahedron.
Its volume is i I a|2 If n >3, each n -1 of the n hyperplanes (4.1) intersect in a line, and these n lines all pass through the intersection of (4.1). This point, plus the n points in which the positive half-rays intersect the unit sphere about it, form an «-dimensional simplex the size of whose volume
may be taken as a criterion of sensitivity in the general case.
As was also seen in §4, small A and large At/s cause sensitivity to error. It is remarkable that the denominator in ( and we conclude that the more nearly the determinant A-1 of inverse matrix A'1 approaches its "Hadamardian upper bound" max|A-1|, the less sensitive system (4.1) is to errors. Moulton [15] chose instead the tetrahedron formed by the unit normals to the planes, whose volume is i Ia| While this inverse is not necessarily unique, the results of §2 apply. Schmidt's premises are (1) that for each *=1, 2, • ■ ■ , 2^".! |a,-y|2 converges, and (2) that every finite set of rows of A is linearly independent.
(The second is not an essential restriction.) Existence of the bounded inverse then depends on one further condition, which we shall now describe.
The system of equations to be solved is ^4*=y, or in the hope that a solution *(n) of (8.1) is a "good enough" approximation to a solution x-if it exists-of (6.1). We assume that A is bounded, but instead of requiring as in §6 that MiA) <1, we suppose that the determinant Z>(n) of the algebraic system (8.1a) is different from zero; thus (8.1) is uniquely solvable, and surely *(n)GÍ>.
We write (8.1) in vector form as (8.1) iI + A^)x^ = y<">.
Here I is the identity matrix of §. Equation (6.1) can now be written as a perturbation of (8.1):
Here It must be admitted that condition (8.4) is unfortunate. In the first place, one may expect that it will not often, be easy to evaluate or even to estimate MiA-AM). In the second place, (8.4) requires that MiA-A<-n)) be less than a bound which itself depends on «. If A is completely continuous, A case in which M(a(n)) may be estimated occurs when M*iA)2= JÜL, ^jli |a,-y|2 converges; then Mia<n))^M*iaM), and if Af*(a(n)) <(1+Q»)-1. (8.5) holds with MiaM) replaced by ilf*(a(n)). If M*iA) <1, a modification of the proof of (6.7) yields (8.6) ||£*0|| á {\\vM\\ + Af*(a<»>)||*<«>||}/{1 -M*iA)}.
In fact, (8.6) holds with M instead of M*, if MiA) <1.
Bounds for the components of £(n) can be found just as in §6. . is equivalent (under proper assumptions) to an infinite linear system of form (6.1). One might accordingly hope to solve (9.1) approximately by transforming it into such a system, and then applying the method of §8. In §11 we shall limit the error for a similar but more direct scheme for solving (9.1). Our present purpose is to discuss the error-propagation question for (9.1) under assumptions strictly analogous to those of §6. Our Banach space is the Tricomi also shows that (l+z)e"2/2 is a majorant of ß(z), so that Í2'(z) ^il+ez+ez2)e"^2. [September For convenience, we now suppose X = -1 and write e for «_i. Equations (9.1) and (9.3) will determine a continuous £(5), under present conditions, if k(s, t) is continuous and if
it is sufficient, though not necessary, to have 1 1 ( K _ ¡c = max I kÍs, t) I < < lH-a'iK) since M(k) = k. Then (2.7) applies to limit ||£|| =max|£(s)| :
The problem of this section was solved rather differently by Tricomi [21 ] . Related investigations are due to Mrs. Adams [l] .
Our methods permit us to go somewhat further, in allowing k(j, /) to be discontinuous to a certain degree. We retain continuity of K(s, t) and of yis), but ask of k(s, t) only that the Riemann integrals M*Ík)2 = f f K2is, t)dsdt, k2ís) = f k2ís, t)dt J 0 J 0 J 0 exist. Our vector space still consists of functions continuous on 0 ¿ s í£ 1, but norm (10.3) is replaced by norm (9.2). This space is not complete. However, kernel «(5, t) defines a completely continuous transformation, so hypotheses (b) of §2 are in force; the estimate of Af(K*) is still valid, so that inequality (10.6) still holds subject to (10.5), provided that MÍk) is replaced by M*ík), and by norm is meant (9.2).
A local bound for | £(s) | can be found exactly as in §9.
11. The method of "kernel-splitting" : Fredholm equations of second kind.
Tricomi's investigation [21] was motivated by the need for a limitation of the error incurred when kernel K(s, /) in (9.1) is replaced by an approximation of form KB(s, t) = Ysj-"aj(s)ßj0)-With a kernel of this type, the integral equation reduces to a system of n linear algebraic equations in n unknowns. Tricomi ascribes the process to Goursat and Pincherle; Goursat [7] used it to derive the Fredholm formulas for a continuous K(s, /), and Lebesgue [8] extended his results. Here we shall follow the alternative development of Schmidt [18] , who derived the Fredholm theorems (concerning existence and multiplicity of solutions) but not the Fredholm formulas; the formulas he actually found lead to a direct and easy solution of the problem at hand, as will be seen. M*(*-")* = f f ¿is, t)dsdt = t < 1.
•/ 0 W 0
The approximating integral equation (11.2) Xn is) + f ¿ aiis)ß,it) xnit)dt = y(i), We obtain no local bound for | xis) -*"(s) |.
